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Abstract—Dramatic increase in data traffic and future diffusion of bandwidth-hungry 5G connectivity and evolving services
like virtual reality and cloud will require the implementation
of the open and elastic network paradigm on backbone optical networks. To support such growth, operators are aiming
at lowering optical network costs by deploying multi-vendor
disaggregated optical networks supporting white boxes while
maintaining target performances. To make this effort successful,
a vendor-agnostic assessment of optical performance is needed,
and operators and vendors are working together to achieve
this. In this paper, we present the vision of the Open Optical
Packet Transport – Physical Simulation Environment (OOPTPSE) Group of the Telecom Infra Project (TIP) consortium that
aims at developing an open source framework for Quality-ofTransmission (QoT) assessment for design and operation of multivendor optical networks. We validate the PSE QoT estimator –
the optical link emulator (OLE) based on the GN-model for
nonlinear fiber propagation – by comparison with experimental
results on the mixed-fiber test-bed network at Microsoft labs,
operated in the C-band by commercial transceivers from eight
different vendors, with propagation distances up to 1945 km.
An excellent agreement between OLE predictions requiring
milliseconds of computational time and measurements has been
observed for all channels. The observed ± 0.75 dB of accuracy
in OLE predictions can be further reduced by including the
stimulated Raman Scattering in the GN-model and with a more
accurate capability to estimate power levels and the amount of
ASE noise. Further work will be also required to automate the
measurement process of operational parameters from network
equipment, especially optical amplifiers, to streamline the overall
QoT estimation process.
Index Terms—TIP, Optical communication, Open Source QoT
Estimation, Multi-vendor networks, GNpy

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ATA traffic will experience a dramatic evolution over
the next several years [1], driven by 5G access, highdefinition video, virtual and augmented-reality content, and
the considerable growth in cloud services. Quantitatively, the
worldwide overall IP traffic is projected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 24%, achieving approximately
3.3 ZB by 2021 and will change the architecture of the
Internet. High-definition video exchanges – 82% in 2021 –
and augmented and virtual reality interactions will further
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boost demand while in parallel 5G mobile networks are rolled
out to open up the access bottleneck. Overall a new service
mix, mobility and an increased choice of media to access the
Internet are expected to increase both the average and the busy
hour (the busiest 60 minute period in a day) Internet traffic
by a factor of 3.2 and 4.6, respectively, in 2016-2021 [1].
Furthermore, this dramatic growth will be also driven by the
cloud market, that will cause traffic increase both within a data
center (intra-DC), within geographic regions hosting different
DCs (inter-DC, or DCI), and between regions in long-haul and
submarine connections [2].
To sustain this growth, optical transmission systems do not
only need to scale up in transported bits/fiber, but also lower
the cost of transmission at an accelerated pace. Fortunately,
optical technology offers several opportunities to accommodate growth and cost constraints: (i) rather than using highly
specialized silicon for transmission, the industry is investing
into merchant silicon that can be produced in very high volume, driving down costs significantly. For this approach to be
successful, highly standardized and interchangeable products
are key requirements, and several efforts are currently underway to make full end-to-end vendor-diverse inter-operable
coherent optical systems a reality [3], [4]. (ii) Keeping the
optical grid flexible enables the balancing of modulation rates
and spectral width to tune capacity and optical reach. (iii)
Introducing elasticity in optical networks to control latency
and throughput adapting to changing network conditions. This
requires the inclusion of physical layer quality-of-transmission
(QoT) in multilayer orchestration of optical networks [5].
Addressing their needs, operators started to embrace the
lessons learned from DC deployments. DCs are built upon interchangeable, highly standardized node and network architectures rather than a sum of isolated solutions. Translated to optical networking, this leads to a push in exploring multi-vendor
optical networks disaggregating HW and SW based focusing
on interoperability. In this paradigm, the burden of responsibility for ensuring the performance of such disaggregated open
optical systems falls on the operators. Consequently, operators
and vendors are collaborating in defining control models that
can be readily used by off-the-shelf controllers. However, node
and network models are only part of the answer. To take
reasonable decisions, controllers need to incorporate logic to
simulate and assess optical performance. Hence, a vendorindependent optical quality estimator is required. Given its
vendor-agnostic nature, such an estimator needs to be driven
by consortia of operators and system suppliers. This activity has the potential to change the way optical networks
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are designed and controlled. Firstly, an agreed QoT module
enables operators to simplify deployment by planning for a
vendor-neutral implementation rather than relying on closed
source vendor planning tools. Secondly, system integrators
are empowered to pick & choose optical components from
various vendors thereby designing networks fulfilling high
standards while keeping costs down, built in a manner that
can be simulated and confirmed by a neutral performance
estimation. Thirdly, system vendors will be equipped with the
necessary performance benchmark for their product offering
by providing a stable base for cost/performance decisions in
the design. The work on a multi-vendor QoT estimator is
carried out by the Physical Simulation Environment (PSE)
Group [6] within the Telecom Infra Project (TIP). Founded
in February 2016, TIP is an engineering-focused initiative
which is operator-driven, but features collaboration across operators, suppliers, developers, integrators, and startups with the
goal of disaggregating the traditional network deployment approach. Within TIP, the Open-Optical Packet-Transport Group
(OOPT) works on accomplishing network-level disaggregation
for optical systems and subsystems, whereby PSE working
group is tasked to provide the industry with an open source
QoT estimator. Results presented in this article constitute the
preliminary output of the PSE group, as the QoT estimator
tool will be presented and its experimental validation will be
shown.
In Sec. II, we describe the general vision of OOPT within
TIP, i.e., the implementation of an open source software framework able to automate routing, signaling, and recovery in a
disaggregated multi-vendor network, by acquiring operation or
nominal data from equipment and by estimating transmission
performances, relying on a QoT estimator. In Sec. III, we
present the implementation of such a QoT estimator: the
optical link emulator (OLE) based on the Gaussian Noise (GN)
model which provides a quick yet approximate estimation
of nonlinear transmission impairments when exploiting stateof-the-art transceivers. We also briefly describe the OLE
structure and constraints that drove the implementation and
modeling integration. In Sec. IV, we describe the extensive
validation of the OLE that has been performed by comparing
the OLE predictions with experimental measurements over
the mixed-fiber network test-bed at Microsoft’s lab, which is
comprised of commercial equipment and permits propagation
distances up to 1945 km. The measurements were carried
out using commercial line cards from eight different coherent
source suppliers which were complemented by bulk modulated
signals and spectrally-shaped ASE channels to fill the entire
C-band. Results clearly demonstrate that the OLE is able to
predict performance with an accuracy of ± 0.75 dB and within
computational times of the order of milliseconds, depending on
the exploited computing hardware. Note that comparisons are
based on bit error rate (BER) measurements from line cards,
converted to the corresponding required signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) through back-to-back characterizations. So, at short
distances – low BER, high SNR – the estimation is more
affected by uncertainty.
A key takeaway from these extensive tests is the necessity of
properly estimating the linear propagation behavior, which is
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mostly determined by accurate gain and noise-figure characterization of the optical amplifiers. This is because, at the optimal
power (i.e., the power maximizing the generalized SNR), the
nonlinear propagation impairments represent a relatively small
perturbation to the performance, which is primarily determined
by the ASE noise accumulation [7]. We took great care to
account for this requirement in the results presented, and the
OLE proved to be an adequate tool to be exploited as QoT
estimator for the planning and management of disaggregated
multi-vendor networks. These tests have also demonstrated the
fundamental importance of being able to automatically read
operation parameters for equipment, in case of signaling operation on in-service networks. Regarding nonlinear propagation
modeling, a possible upgrade will be the inclusion of the
generalized GN-model [8] that considers gain/loss variations
with space and frequency. Such a requirement will further
improve accuracy and will make the use of the OLE possible
also when operating beyond the C-band only: a scenario where
the Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) induced crosstalk may
assume an important role as well as the use of distributed full
Raman amplification.
II. T HE OOPT-PSE G ROUP OF T ELECOM I NFRA P ROJECT
Increasingly, optical networks are becoming more disaggregated across different network elements, including transponders, line systems, and management. We are also seeing the
disaggregation of elements that reside within the same device
(i.e., the hardware and software). As we disaggregate the
software stack, opening up the optical system becomes key,
and vendors are already converging to make this a process with
minimal friction. Digital Signal Processor (DSP) vendors are
aligning to interoperate and to expose abstraction layers that
make it easy for Network Operating Systems (NOS) to quickly
support new chips. In turn, NOS vendors are also aligning to
make it easier for the network management systems to support
multiple devices without having to implement different logic
for each type of device.
Optical line systems are now open and networks will soon
be multi-vendor by default. Transponders are also open and
offer clear programmable northbound interfaces (YANG models, REST APIs, etc.) that allow software to interact with them,
as opposed to humans having to point and click every time a
new circuit is provisioned. This will be a key feature enabling
operators to be able to do more, faster. TIP founded the OOPT
project group with the vision of unbundling monolithic packetoptical network technologies in order to unlock innovation
and support new, more flexible connectivity paradigms. The
group’s ultimate goal is to help provide better connectivity
for communities all over the world as more people come online and demand more bandwidth-intensive experiences like
video, virtual reality and augmented reality. The key to open
up and unbundle monolithic optical solutions is the ability
to accurately plan and predict the performance of optical line
systems based on an accurate simulation of optical parameters.
Under the OOPT umbrella, the PSE working group set out to
disrupt the planning landscape by providing an open-source
simulation model that can be used freely across the industry.
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Figure 1. OOPT-PSE code architecture for an open source QoT estimation framework.

Between August and October 2017, industry members were
conducting large-scale validation tests [9], [10]. In a testbed
provided by Microsoft, commercial gear from a series of
suppliers including Acacia, Arista, Ciena, Cisco, Coriant,
Infinera, Juniper, and Nokia have been used to validate such
an open source QoT estimation framework. The goal was to
enable operators, system vendors and component suppliers
in planning an open ecosystem with reference simulation
capabilities. This will enable industrialized roll-out of large
networks based on open optical line systems.
The PSE working group is developing a Python implementation of the simulation engine and has adopted a modular
architectural model (see Fig. 1) that can be embedded into
commercial simulation environments. The core of the Software
is the SI Unit Engine. It consumes model data and estimates
OSNR along a given route in the optical network. The architecture features a flexible non-linear engine to simulate
nonlinear interference (NLI), allowing to balance accuracy
with computing performance. This nonlinear engine is driven
by the linear engine and exploiting an internal data model
that allows users to utilize the complete module without code
changes. Next to functionality, much thought has been put
into reusability. For example, experience shows that using
different units in a simulation software is prone to human
error. Although converting mW into W and GHz in THz is
not a challenge as such, The failure to do so leads to results
that are difficult to interpret and trace back to the root cause.
So the PSE team opted to use only base-SI units such as W and
Hz in their simulation engine. This avoids uncertainty about
the units required by the simulation model and keeps the code
consistent.
Additional modules outside the core system are also foreseen in the architecture to interface and drive the SI-simulation
model. As of today, data is conveniently imported from JSON
files but future extensions would allow the reading of data
directly from a live optical line system.

As a next step, the group is setting out to harden the
simulation engine and extend it towards a larger variety
of optical elements and more complex scenarios, including
generalization of nonlinear propagation modeling. This will
cover network planning based on end-of-life performance
for a given set of optical elements as well as a real-time
assessment of optical performance that can be utilized to run
and troubleshoot optical networks.
III. T HE O PTICAL L INK E MULATOR
The operations of PSE simulative framework, as described
in Sec. II, are based on the capability to estimate the QoT of
one or more channels, or superchannels, operating lightpaths
over a given network route. For backbone transport networks,
we can suppose that transceivers are operating polarizationdivision-multiplexed multilevel modulation formats with DSPbased coherent receivers, including equalization. For the optical links, we focus on state-of-the-art amplified and dispersionuncompensated fiber links, connecting network nodes including ROADMs, where add and drop operations on data traffic
are performed. In such a transmission scenario, it is well
accepted [11]–[25] to assume that transmission performances
are limited by the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
generated by optical amplifiers and and by nonlinear propagation effects: accumulation of a Gaussian disturbance defined
as NLI and generation of phase noise. State-of-the-art DSP in
commercial transceivers are typically able to compensate for
most of the phase noise through carrier-phase estimator (CPE)
algorithms per polarization state [26]–[28]. So, for backbone
networks covering medium-to-wide geographical areas, we
can suppose that propagation is limited by the accumulation
of two Gaussian disturbances: the ASE noise and the NLI.
Additional impairments such as filtering effects introduced by
ROADMs can be considered as additional equivalent penalties
depending on the ratio between the channel bandwidth and the
ROADMs filters and the number of traversed ROADMs (hops)
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Figure 2. Block diagram for the optical link emulator operating as QoT
estimator within the PSE framework.

of the route under analysis. Modeling the two major sources of
impairments as Gaussian disturbances, and being the receivers
coherent, the unique QoT parameter determining the BER for
the considered transmission scenario is the generalized signalto-noise ratio (SNR) defined as
−1

Pch
1
1
SNR = LF
= LF
+
PASE + PNLI
SNRLIN
SNRNL
(1)
where Pch is the channel power, PASE and PNLI are the
disturbances’ power in the channel bandwidth for ASE noise
and NLI, respectively. LF is a parameter assuming values
smaller or equal than one that summarizes the equivalent
penalty introduced by filtering effects. In practice it is modeled
as a penalty of SNR. Note that for state-of-the art equipment,
filtering effects can be typically neglected over routes with few
hops [29], [30].
To properly estimate Pch and PASE , the transmitted power
at the beginning of the considered route must be known,
and losses and amplifiers’ gain and noise figure, including
their variation with frequency, must be characterized. So, the
evaluation of SNRLIN just requires an accurate knowledge
of equipment, which is not a trivial aspect, but it is not
related to physical-model issues. For the evaluation of the
NLI, several models have been proposed and validated in the
technical literature [11]–[25]. The decision about which model
to test within the PSE activities was driven by requirements
of the entire PSE framework: (i) the model must be local, i.e.,
related individually to each network element (i.e., fiber span)
generating NLI, independently of preceding and subsequent

elements; and (ii) the related computational time must be
compatible with interactive operations. So, the choice fell
on the GN-model with incoherent accumulation of NLI over
fiber spans [20]. We implemented both the exact GN-model
evaluation of NLI based on a double integral (Eq. (11) of
[20]) and its analytical approximation (Eq. (120-121) of [22]).
We performed several validation analyses comparing results of
the two implementations with split-step simulations over wide
bandwidths [31], and results clearly showed that for fiber types
with chromatic dispersion roughly larger than 4 ps/nm/km, the
analytical approximation ensures an excellent accuracy with a
computational time compatible with real-time operations.
After these preliminary analyses and assessments, we implemented the QoT estimator in the PSE open-source framework,
as a Python API called OLE [32]. The OLE structure is
described by the block diagram of Fig. 2. OLE requires two
families of input data: the description of the physical layer, and
a set of spectral information. The former represents topological
information of the route under test, i.e., the description of
the link, including a detailed description of all network elements subdivided into three categories: fiber spans, amplifiers,
and passive components. Spectral information requires details
about the power spectral density of WDM channel and/or
super-channel combs propagating over the route under analysis, including possible modifications introduced by ROADMs
traversed over the route, as well as the definition of the WDM
channel scheme to be used, since the power distribution among
the channel affects the amount of NLI on each of them. Once
inputs are set, the OLE engine runs modules related to each of
the three network element categories, ordered and initialized
according to the link description. Modules consider the spectra
for channels, ASE noise, and NLI at their inputs, apply the
frequency-dependent gain/loss and generate the output spectra.
The fiber module attenuates the signal and also runs the
GN-model, evaluating the amount of NLI generated by the
fiber span and updating the NLI spectrum. The amplifier
module amplifies the signal based on the provided gain and
noise figure profiles, computes the corresponding amount of
generated ASE noise, and updates the ASE noise spectrum
accordingly. The passive component is a simple attenuator.
Once the route under analysis has been entirely traveled, the
generalized SNR is available for every channel. For routing
or design purposes, OLE may be operated with worst-case
transmission hypotheses, i.e., supposing full spectral load for
each fiber link. While for signaling purposes, as for instance
to automate recovery from a LP failure, the exact spectral
load can be considered over each link. The computational time
required by the OLE is limited to fractions of seconds for route
dimensions up to thousands of network elements.
IV. MULTI - VENDOR E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proper implementation of the QoT estimator implemented as the OLE described in Sec. III was first verified by a
simulative campaign that confirmed a conservative estimation
in SNR within 0.25 dB at optimal power, as already extensively shown in the related literature. However, simulative
setups inevitably represent abstractions of the real world, the
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proper validation of the possible use of the OLE must be
performed experimentally.
The experimental setup used for comparisons is the testbed
at Microsoft lab pictorially described in Fig. 4. It consists
of an open line system (OLS) connecting a mixed-fiber network route made of commercial equipment with propagation
distances up to 1945 km. The OLS features a colorless,
directional architecture with full SDN-enabled support for
alien wavelengths. The mostly NZ-DSF fiber plant spans 1945
km bidirectionally and is roughly made up of 85 percent
Corning LEAF and 15 percent Corning SSMF-28e LL. Each
ROADM is equipped with a booster amplifier and a preamplifier. Eight different suppliers of coherent modems participated
in the study -– Acacia, Arista, Ciena, Cisco, Coriant, Infinera,
Juniper, and Nokia -– providing coherent sources (32 in
total) spanning a variety of optical process technologies and
proprietary DSP implementations (of the 32 sources, 5 unique
DSP implementations are represented). All sources feature
variable modulation, Nyquist pulse shaping, and symbol rates
ranging from 33 to 45 GBaud depending on supplier. In the experiment, PM-8QAM was employed, and with sources featuring conventional star-8QAM constellations, multi-dimensional
8QAM implementations, and/or digital subcarrier modulation.
Electro-optics employed include both silicon photonic (SiP)
and indium phosphide (InP) processing technologies.
As reported in figure 3, the optical ports of the 32 discrete
sources were patched into the OLS colorless multiplexers on
each end, along with bulk-modulated and ASE channels. A
total of 32 additional bulk-modulated sources were evenly
distributed on either side of the devices under test (DUT),
modulated with the same modulation format (8QAM) as the
DUTs, at 34.2 GBaud and root raised cosine (RRC) Nyquist
pulse shaping with 20% roll-off. The bulk modulated channels
have been generated by feeding two independent LithiumNiobate modulators with even/odd lasers with even/odd in-

dependent OTN-framed data containing PRBS payloads. No
specific measures were taken to time-decorrelate even/odd
signals. Another 30 shaped-ASE “channels” were added to
load the remainder of the C-band. The ASE channels were
shaped with a programmable WSS to emulate RRC shaped
signals with 20% roll-off. In total, 94 channels spaced 50 GHz
were propagated for all results reported. The normalized power
spectral density (PSD) of the entire WDM comb at the input
of the first span is depicted in Fig. 5.
The methodology followed during testbed measurements
was as follows. The optical sources from the eight suppliers
were each characterized in a back to back noise-loading setup,
with BER vs OSNR captured for each device at optimal
received powers (these receive power set-points were retained
for the propagation measurements as well). The OSNR values
from the measurements were then converted to linear SNR
values by normalizing the measurement bandwidth by the
symbol rate of the coherent sources, which then yields a
relationship between BER performance and SNR. Next, all
94 channels were propagated over the fiber test bed, and BER
was captured while sweeping optical launch powers at the full
1945 km length. The process was repeated for intermediate
distances of 1540, 1165, 800, and 410 km.
Fig. 6 shows the results of the launch power sweep at each
of the distances. The curves show the average performance
in Q-factor across all commercial sources with error bars
indicating the ± standard deviation of each point. Despite
the different DSP implementations, optimal channel launch
powers were found to be within 0.5 dB of one another. BER
performance at optimal launch powers, which includes both
linear and nonlinear noise contributions, were captured and
compared to the back to back BER vs (linear) SNR characterizations for each source. In this way, the BER values could
be mapped to corresponding SNR values (which includes
linear and nonlinear noise) to be compared with the output
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of the OLE software. This mapping is assumed to be valid
assuming no chromatic dispersion and nonlinear penalties for
the different DSP implementations.
We compare the experimentally derived generalized SNR
values with the OLE estimations. OLE has been used to derive
nonlinear SNR estimations using as input the channel power
levels at the input of each span that have been obtained from
the processing of monitoring data obtained from the OLS
interfaces of the line amplifiers. Specifically, the line system
reported the power level of the channel with the largest PSD
computed over 12.5 GHz, thus we used this information together with spectral measurement obtained by tapping out the

signal of each line amplifier and analyzing it with an Optical
Spectrum Analyzer (OSA), to obtain exact power levels of
each channel, taking into account ripple and tilting effects.
Furthermore, we exploited the same spectral measurements to
compute linear SNR values after each amplifier by integrating
the measured PSD over each channel bandwidth to obtain the
channel power. Even though PSD measurements include in
bandwidth NLI noise, as NLI power is much smaller than
channel power levels, the integration of the measured PSD
yields a sufficiently accurate estimation of the channel power
levels without overestimating it due to in-band NLI. Similarly,
we integrated the noise levels at the side of each channel over
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a 12.5 bandwidth, and then scale the obtained value over the
channel bandwidth, assuming flat ASE noise and no relevant
NLI contributions outside of the channel bandwidth. To obtain
the linear SNR, we computed the ratio of these two quantities.
We did not directly use noise figure values provided by the
OLS supplier in OLE as they yielded too conservative linear
SNR results, as their noise figure values referred to end of life
(EOL).
Measured and estimated SNRvalues are represented in
Fig. 7 for the five considered distances. Fig. 7a-7e shows
the SNR measurements (red diamond-marked curves) and
estimations ±0.75 dB (blue dot-marked curves) vs frequency
for the 27 central frequency values of the commercial line
cards used for the comparison. Fig. 7f shows the box plot
for the absolute value of the estimation error vs distance.
In Fig. 7a, the low frequency points are omitted as a too
large an extrapolation from B2B measurement was needed to
estimate their generalized SNR values. In Fig. 7e, the results at
193.55 THz and at 193.6 THz are not present since the signal
degradation was too high, then the line cards were in out of
service state and thus the pre-FEC BER was not available.

For all distances, a good agreement can be found between
measurements and OLE-based estimations with ±0.75 dB
accuracy. It is worth to mention that these results represent
also the first validation of the GN-model in a mixed-fiber
scenario with commercial linecards. The oscillations in the
generalized SNR are mainly due to the ripple of the amplifier
gain. We overcame this problem in the prediction feeding the
fiber module with the actual power profile but, for next steps, it
will be important to automate this process as well as to have an
accurate characterization of the amplifiers’ gain and noise figure frequency profiles. Channels at the edges of WSSs media
channels and high symbol rate channels show larger estimation
errors due to filtering effects, preventing reliable linear SNR
measurements with the previously described procedure. This
is due to the fact that the noise floor measurement from OSA
traces is not reliable for these channels. Some of these points
are represented by the outliers in the box plots of Fig. 7f.
Furthermore, as the OLE version used for this validation
campaign does not include Hybrid Raman amplification and
Stimulated Raman Scattering modeling for both linear and
nonlinear SNR estimation [8], some inconsistency across the
estimations can be expected. Additionally, the OLS used in the
testbed automatically applied channel tilting of each amplifier
to compensate for Raman tilting during propagation. This
effect is yet again not modeled in OLE, but it has been shown
to be relevant for both linear and nonlinear SNR estimations
[33], [34] since it modifies the attenuation of each channel
along the fiber accordingly to the PSD at the input of the
fiber. These effects explain why the OLE estimations, for the
majority of the channels, are not conservative with respect to
SNR measurements as it is usually shown in literature and
by simulations [20], [31]. It is also reasonable to assume that
this effect can be caused by the fact that the bulk-modulated
sources have a higher degree of correlation than independent
and identically distributed sources in a real system, and that
the ASE channels are more aggressive interferers than datacarrying signals. This is likely responsible for the general trend
seen in Fig. 7. Lastly, the current OLE version does not include
filtering penalty estimation. However, it is worth highlighting
that the error distributions are consistent with OOPT-PSE goals
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Figure 7. SNR values measured from commercial linecards (red diamond-marked curves) and estimated through the OLE software (blue circle-marked curves)
at different distances. A ±0.75 dB area around OLE estimation is shown in light blue. The box plots for the absolute value of the SNR estimation error are
also reported.
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with respect to estimation precision, even though there is much
room for improvement for the adopted algorithms. The median
of the absolute value of the SNR estimation error ∆SNR varies
from 0.27 dB to 0.57 dB from 410 km to 1945 km. The
mean interquartile range (IQR) across all distances is 0.36
dB. This growth in ∆SNR median vs distance is due to the
several effects that OLE is currently neglecting, causing an
accumulation of errors with increasing distance. These issues
represent some of the directions in which the development of
OLE will move.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND N EXT S TEPS
We have presented the vision of the OOPT-PSE Group of
the Telecom Infra Project consortium to develop open source
code to operate multi-vendor disaggregated networks. We have
shown the validation of the optical link emulator based on
the GN-model that has been developed to operate as a QoT
estimator for network design and control operations. OLE predictions have been compared with experimental results on the
mixed-fiber test-bed network at the Microsoft labs, operated
by commercial transceivers from eight vendors, plus bulkmodulated and ASE noise-shaped channels to fully populate
the C-band. Measurements up to 1945 km of propagation
distance always fall on the ± 0.75 dB range from the OLE
predictions obtained in few milliseconds of computational
time. Such a result confirms that the OLE provides accurate
enough SNR estimation in a setup using a large variety of
different sources and can be used to enable network operations with margins lower than 1 dB. The presented test
also suggested further improvements to be considered for
the next steps of the PSE group. The most critical issue
emerged from this work is getting operational parameters from
network equipment for planning and monitoring purposes,
with special regard for spectrally defined gain and noise figure
of optical amplifiers. Another improvement will be enabled
by a proper estimation of the equivalent loss due to filtering
effects, mostly introduced by ROADMs. Regarding nonlinear
propagation modeling, better accuracy is envisioned to be
achieved with the generalization of the GN-model with the
inclusion of fiber gain/loss dependence with space/frequency.
This will enable to properly predict performance when the
exploited bandwidth exceeds the C-band, by considering the
effects of SRS crosstalk and of full-Raman amplification on
NLI generation.
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